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Every time an object is built, it creates a relationship with the ground. Architects
have a full responsibility to design the building by taking the ground into
consideration. In the field of architecture, using data mining to identify any
unusual patterns or emergent architectural trends is a nascent area that has yet to
be fully explored. Clustering techniques are an essential tool in this process for
organising large datasets. In this paper, we propose a novel proof-of-concept
workflow that enables a machine learning computer system to cluster aspects of
an architect's building design style with respect to how the buildings in question
relate to the ground. The experimental workflow in this paper consists of two
stages. In the first stage, we use a database system to collect, organise and store
several significant architectural precedents. The second stage examines the most
well-known unsupervised learning algorithm clustering techniques which are:
K-Means, K-Modes and Gaussian Mixture Models. Our experiments
demonstrated that the K-means clustering algorithm method achieves a level of
accuracy that is higher than other clustering methods. This research points to the
potential of AI in helping designers identify the typological and topological
characteristics of architectural solutions and place them within the most relevant
architectural canons

Keywords:Machine Learning, Building and Ground Relationship, Clustering
Algorithms, K-means cluster Algorithms

INTRODUCTION
There are different clear approaches to the way ar-
chitects connect their buildings to the ground. For
example, in 1942, Rudolph Schindler established his
Harris House on an existing rock which he used as
a foundation. However, King Road House (1922), by

the same architect, rests on the earth without adapt-
ing to the ground beneath it (Berlanda 2014). In
La Tourette church 1956, Le Corbusier implements a
strong Integrative relationship with the ground. The
church rests on the ground in one part and its slope
on the other. By lifting the church off the ground, Le
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Corbusier allows the basement to intermediate the
different levels (Arnold and Cling 2002). Luigi Snozzi,
inmost of his hillside houses, generates one solid vol-
ume embedded in the ground, while other Sonzzi
work looks to rest upon a carpet (Snozzi et al. 1995).

Clustering an architect’s style through their ap-
proach to the relationship between building and
ground allows the categorisation of an extensive
database into semantic groups belonging to specific
historical periods, building types, and regions. These
databasegroups enable aneffective and fast retrieval
of this data. Moreover, grouping the architecture and
the architect’s style has receivedmuch attention over
thepast decade. Thefirst studyof clustering and clas-
sifying architectural styles attempted to build a ma-
chine vision system for classifying windows accord-
ing to architectural styles (Shalunts, Gayane, Yll Hax-
himusa, 2011). A year later, (Shalunts, Haxhimusa and
Sablatnig, 2012) and (Shalunts, 2012) offered a simi-
lar digital approach based on clustering and utilising
local features to classify building facades according
to Gothic and Baroque styles. According to (Xu et al.,
2014) most of the current architectural style classi-
fication algorithms focus on the effective extraction
of distinctive local patches or patterns (Berg, Grabler
and Malik, 2007) and, (Philbin et al., 2007). The last
five years have seen a new development in archi-
tectural style classification using deep convolutional
neural networks (DCNN). (Obeso et al., 2016) aimed
to use DCNN to classify Mexican historical buildings,
while (Yoshimura et al., 2019) proposed to apply it
during the classification of architectural design.

Previous work has been limited to using an im-
age database to classify and cluster architectural
styles. Although these approaches are interesting,
they do not allow the machine to cluster the data
without supervisionor taggingof images. To thebest
knowledge of the authors, no work has been carried
out using unlabelled data (unsupervised) to cluster
architectural styles.

The primary purpose of this paper is to estab-
lish an architectural description framework of the
figure-ground relationship within various architec-

tural styles. The main concern is to clarify the differ-
ent architects’ building styles and their relationship
with the ground. The significance of this research is
to help both academic and practising architects un-
derstand and identify the typological and topologi-
cal characteristics of their architectural figure-ground
syntax and place it within themost relevant architec-
tural canons. This, in turn, will supply a large amount
of knowledge of the various building-ground rela-
tionships. This study attempts to use a computa-
tional machine learning algorithm to develop a pre-
diction model which helps analyse and understand
the building-ground relationship. Cluster machine
learning techniques will be employed to create a
taxonomy based on discovered similarities between
building and ground relationships.

This paper is organised as follows: Firstly, there
will be an overview of the building-ground relation-
ships and the taxonomy of these links. Secondly, the
related work carried out using the clustering algo-
rithm will be highlighted. Thirdly, there will be an
overviewof thealgorithmthatuses anddescribes the
methodology of the K-Means, K-Modes andGaussian
Mixture algorithms. Fourthly, there will be an analy-
sis of the results experiment. Fifthly, the results and
limitations will be discussed. The final section will
conclude the research and make suggestions for fu-
ture study.

BUILDING ANDGROUND RELATIONSHIP
The building and ground problem has long been dis-
cussed in the architecture discipline. Historically, ar-
chitects have observed the ground as reliable phys-
ical and conceptual support for their work. How-
ever, recent technological, philosophical and geopo-
litical changes have improved the notion of connec-
tions with the ground (Porter, 2018). Modern archi-
tects respond to these conditions by inventing for-
mal topologies, while some modern architects de-
sired steel frameworks. Reinforced concrete is con-
sistently used in providing a physical disengagement
with the building form and the ground. For instance,
the Convent of La Tourette by Le Corbusier facilitated
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Figure 1
Building and
Ground
Relationship
Taxonomy

a surprisingly diverse range of approaches relative to
the ground (Samuel, 2013). Other architects decon-
structed the architectural objects by connecting and
permeating the interior space into surrounding land-
scapes (Leatherbarrow, 2004). Contemporary archi-
tects used similar methods with the ground; some
adopted the idea of disregarding it through the use
of autonomous objects while others made an effort
to the case of the division between landscape and
building with megastructures, field conditions, land-
formbuilding and landscapeurbanism (Porter, 2018).
However, building and ground problems have long
been discussed in our discipline, yet, there is an ap-
parent lack of assessment criteria of how a building
touches the ground.

Building and Ground Taxonomy
According to the (Toma Berlanda 2014) lexicon, the
current building -ground relationship taxonomy is di-
vided into three main categories: separation; adher-
ence; and interlock. Moreover, the building touches
the ground via different categories; grounded; un-
grounded; foundation; plinth; artificial ground; and
absence of level. Additionally, the building’s rela-
tionship with the terrain is defined through, topog-
raphy; landing and grounding; strata and earthwork-
landform. Finally, the metaphorical relationship in-
volves feet on the ground, anchoring, roots and
clouds. (See Figure1).

RELATED WORK OF MACHINE LEARNING
CLUSTERING ALGORITHMMETHODS
Clustering plays an essential role in data analysis.
Clustering algorithms have been implemented in
many problem domains and have continued to de-

velop in a variety of areas for different types of appli-
cation. This is because not all of these are suitable for
all types of applications (Dharmarajan and Velmuru-
gan, 2016). This section describes the related cluster-
ing algorithm work carried out by the researcher in
a different discipline. However, focusing on this sec-
tion will be in the clustering algorithm applied to the
field of architecture.

(Glaser and Peng, 2003) examined the LiQuID
tool, which was used to cluster lighting simulation
data. They aimed to reduce large complex sets of
photographs by classifying them into representative
prototypes. LiQuID and Light Sketch tools help archi-
tects create a quick design and decide on the build-
ing light quality. However, thesemethods suffer from
several pitfalls. Firstly, the illuminance data is not
considered in the classification. Secondly, the visu-
alisation of clusters needs to develop further. Finally,
the similarities between larger temporal units need
to be addressed.

Experiments examining the resulting population
of alternate designs and providing insight into the
relationship between architectural features and de-
sign performancewere conducted by (Chen, Janssen
and Schlueter, 2015). The experiments show that it
is possible to gain general knowledge by linking ar-
chitectural features to design performance. There is
still considerable ambiguity about this information
because it is not easy to rely on the specific groups
being compared. Moreover, it does not seem to
have any architectural features, which in turn makes
it complicated, concluding anything in terms of per-
formance.

(Lee and Lee, 2016) investigated the colour pat-
tern difference between Eastern and Western cul-
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tures using a case study of Disneyland Paris and
Tokyo Disneyland. The result indicated that the for-
merwas using green and bluish colours while the lat-
ter featuredmore red and yellowish colours based on
CIELAB colour space values. This paper had some dif-
ficulty in obtaining building images due to trees or
visitors in the park. Therefore, the result will be im-
proved with higher resolution images.

CLUSTERING ANALYSIS
Generally, cluster analysis is grouping objects, as ob-
servations or events, based on the datum found in
the data describing the objects or their relationships
(Sharma, Bajpai and Litoriya, 2012). Clustering is the
task of grouping a set of similar objects into the same
group called a cluster. Cluster analysis is a ML task
which can be performed using a ML algorithm. The
clustering task can be achieved by implementing di-
verse algorithms that differ widely in their concept
and the process of deciding the output.

UNSUPERVISED MACHINE LEARNING
(CLUSTERING ALGORITHM)
Machine learning is a fieldof research andpractice re-
lated to developing computer programmes that are
configured to improve their performance in a given
task through the acquisition and processing of incre-
mental data (Mitchell, 1997). The simplest machine
learning definition is “learning from data” (Geron,
2019). Using machine learning has high potential.
It is excellent for simplifying code to perform better
than hand training or writing an extended code of
rules. Machine learning is useful for finding a solu-
tion when using a traditional approach is unsuccess-
ful. According to the volume and type of supervi-
sion, the machine learning algorithm can be classi-

fied into different categories: supervised; unsuper-
vised; semi-supervised; and reinforcement learning
(Géron, 2017). In unsupervised machine learning al-
gorithms, training data is unlabelled, so the algo-
rithm learns without requiring a teacher.

Centroid ClusteringModels
In the centroid model, the concept of similarity is
derived from the closest point to the centre of the
clusters. Many algorithms use this approach of clus-
terings, such as k-means, k-medoids and k-modes.
These models require the user to input the desired
number of clusters, which makes it essential to have
prior knowledge of the dataset. Centroid clustering
models need to be run iteratively to find the optimal
solution. (See Figure 2)

K-Means Cluster Algorithm
K-means is a prevalent machine learning approach
for clustering (Hartigan.J.A and Wong M.A., 2001).
K-means is an unsupervised machine learning algo-
rithm that is distance-based and uses an intrinsic re-
lationship between data points (Stasiuk and Thom-
sen, 2014). The initialisation steps of k-means algo-
rithm can be explained as follows: (1) selecting the
first division with K clusters; (2) generating a new di-
vision by assigning each point to its closest cluster
centre; and (3) calculating new cluster centres (Jain
and Dubes, 1988). Step (4) reiterates steps (2) and
(3) repeatedly until reaching a stable state, in which
the data points no longer change between clusters,
meaning centroids do not require any recalculation
(Stasiuk and Thomsen, 2014).

K-Modes Cluster Algorithm
A similar alternative to k-means is the k-modes clus-
tering algorithm which replaces the “means” of clus-

Figure 2
The centroid
clustering
Algorithm
processes
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ters with “modes”. K-modes is an unsupervised learn-
ing option because there are no assumptions about
the data. An important k-modes feature is explicitly
optimising a “matching” metric, which corresponds
to the loss function (Chaturvedi, Fooda and Green,
2001).

Gaussianmixturemodels (GMM)
Gaussian mixture models (GMM) are an extension of
the k-means algorithm model in which clusters are
modelled with Gaussian distributions. GMM is used
mainly for probability density estimation, which is
also known as soft clustering (He et al., 2017). Fur-
thermore, the concept of using GMM is to find clus-
ters that share similar properties, which means data
is overlapped (Yambem and Nandakumar, 2016). A
GMMconsists of several Gaussians, each identifiedby
k � {1,..., K}, where K is the number of clusters. Each
Gaussian k consists of the following parameters: μ
mean, which defines its centre; Σ probability, which
defines its width; and π, which defines how large the
Gaussian function will be (Carrasco, 2019).

METHODS
To understand the architect’s approach to the build-
ing and ground relationship, several case studies
need to be clustered and analysed. A novel proof-
of-concept workflow was developed to enable a ma-
chine learning computer system to learn how to clus-
ter aspects of an architect’s style when designing a
building and determine how these buildings relate
to the ground. Several clustering algorithm models
were evaluated to find the most suitable algorithm

that works with this kind of problem.
The data was collected and then archived us-

ing Microsoft Access database software. All mod-
els were run in a Jupyter Notebook using the Scikit-
learn library which is a free machine learning soft-
ware library for the Python programming language.
All experiments were executed on a regular laptop
computer runningmacOS Catalina 10.15.2 operating
system with the following configuration: a 2.7 GHz
Quad-Core Intel Core i7 with 16 GB memory.

The k-means and k-modes models were chosen
for three reasons: (1) a general-purpose form of the
problem is required; (2) similar cluster sizes; and (3)
a moderate number of clusters. The reason for using
Scikit learn library to implement the clustering algo-
rithm is because it provides an easyway to use the in-
terface with the Python language (Pedregosa Fabian
et al., 2011). Moreover, GMMwas used to see if there
is any uncertainty in clustering methods. K-means
can provide information about which data point be-
longs to which cluster, while GMM offers details of
the possible groups. K-means can be seen as a case
of GMMwith equal expectations per component.

Data Collection and Pre-Processing
A total of 139 architectural precedentswere recruited
for this study. The architectural examples were col-
lected during the initial step. All of the collected
building data focused on residential buildings from
three specific periods in history: modernism, post-
modernism and contemporary.

After the data has been collected, the clustering
model was constructed. The first step after reading
the excel data file is to translate the non-numerical

Figure 3
Methods Workflow
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data to numerical data to enable themachine to read
it (see Table 1). Machine learning algorithms cannot
work on label data directly. They require all input and
output variables to be numerical data. This means
that categorical data must be converted to a numer-
ical data form. There are two steps for converting
categorical data to numerical data: integer encoding
and one-hot encoding. In this experiment, a one-hot
encoding array was used as a way of changing the
input data. One-hot encoding is a process of con-
verting a categorical variable into a form that enables
the ML algorithm to learn more clearly. In one-hot
encoding form, a0 indicates a non-existing category,
while 1 means an existing category (see Table 2).

The purpose of using one-hot encoding is that it
will allow themodel to assume a natural ordering be-
tween categories (Brownlee, 2017).

Table 1
Noun-numerical
Data to Numerical
Data

Table 2
One Hot Encoding
array

Performance Evaluation
Generally, two types of performance evaluation can
be used to evaluate the algorithm model. The first,
external evaluation, utilises information about the
data sets such as normalised mutual information,
Rand index and F-measure. Meanwhile, the second,
internal evaluation, assesses the data set itself using
silhouette score, Davies-Bouldin index, Partition co-
efficient and others. The silhouette index score was
used to measure the separation distance between
the resulting clusters. The silhouette score displays
how close each data point in one group is to the
neighbouring groups. It has a range of [-1, 0, 1],

which means the +1 rating indicates this data is far
from the adjacent clusters while the score close to -
1 implies that the data might have been allocated to
the wrong group. In this paper, the coefficient score
was used as a parameter to discover the best clus-
tering. Furthermore, the squared Euclidean distance
was used to measure the dissimilarity between ob-
jects for k-means and k-modes clustering as well as
computing the silhouette score.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Three different unsupervised algorithms were
adapted: k-means; k-modes; and Gaussian mixture
models (GMM). An attempt was made to cluster the
architectural precedent into different groups called
“Architect’s styles”. In the experiment, the training
and testing ratio was set to 70 percent training data
and 30 percent of the testing data. The only changed
hyperparameterswere the k number and fitting time.

In this experiment, we used t-SNE methods to
demonstrate the clustering results. t-Distributed
Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) is used to vi-
sualize unsupervised high-dimensional data by pro-
jecting each datapoint to a spot in a 2D or 3D-
dimensionalmap (VanDerMaatenandHinton, 2008).
The t-SNE algorithm computes a measure of similar-
ity between pairs of states in high-dimensional space
and in low-dimensional space. Then it tries to im-
prove these two similarities using the cost function.

Moreover, we used Elbowmethods to determine
the optimal number of clusters. Elbow methods is a
method that looks at the contrast ratio shown as a
function of the number of clusters (Bholowalia and
Kumar, 2014). We identified the “elbow criterion”
through following the line chart that resembles an
arm, then the point of inflection on the curve is an
indication to the best model provided at that point
(Yellowbrick, 2016).

K-Means and K-Modes experiment results
The k-means algorithm was run with different num-
bers of clusters (see Figure 4). The best silhouette
score related to the appropriate time was found in
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Figure 4
Silhouette score
Elbow for K-Means
Clustering

Figure 5
Silhouette score
Elbow for K-Modes
Clustring

Figure 6
t-SEN K-Means plot
for 5 clusters (Left)
and 8 clusters
(Right)

Figure 7
t-SEN K-Modes plot
for 5 clusters (Left)
and 8 clusters
(Right)

five clusters with a rating of 0.69 silhouette score
(84.5 percent). In k-means, the time was not affected
by themodel like the other algorithms; therefore, the
best result was found at k=11, which reached 0.87 sil-
houette score (93.5 percent). However, the purpose
of using clustering algorithms is to find a small num-
ber of clustering. Therefore, the acceptable number

of clusters compared with this piratical kind of prob-
lem was found in eight clusters where the silhouette
score reached 0.78 silhouette score (89 percent).

In parallel, the k-modes algorithm was run using
the same number of clusters (see Figure 5). The best
silhouette score was found with five clusters with a
ratingof 0.69 silhouette score (84.5percent). Thiswas
similar to the k-means algorithm. Furthermore, in a
case that was abandoned, the best result was found
at 11k, which reached 0.80 silhouette score (90 per-
cent). This result was worse than k-means. Moreover,
in the k-modes model, there was no improvement of
the score after the 5 k; an increase only appeared in
cluster nine with a rating of 0.76 silhouette score (88
percent).

While both clustering algorithms revealed
strong accuracy, the k-means method yielded a bet-
ter overall silhouette score with less fit time.

To validate the results obtained from k-means, a
plot t-SNE was used to show the clustering distribu-
tion. In the t-SNE graph below, both clusters five and
eight show a clear group separation. Therefore, both
are good in terms of the partitioning concept (Fig-
ure 6). Equally, in the k-modes algorithms, the five-
cluster plot demonstrates clearer separation than the
eight-cluster model (Figure 7). A comparison be-
tween k-means and k-modes shows both models
have a clear plot t-SNE, which means both are suc-
cessful in describing the partitioning idea.

To visualise the results, the testing resultwas split
into groups of images. Architectural precedents and
their designers are shown in (Figure 8). Cluster 0
presented the similar architectural styles which in-
volved interlock approaches to the ground. Taking
cluster 0 as an example, the case studies were (1)
Lovell House for Richard Neutra and (2) Wolfe House
for Rudolph Schindler. Both have a similar approach
to the ground which is interlock. Meanwhile, in clus-
ter one, the case study involved (1) Mirror Point Cot-
tage forMacKay-Lyons Sweetapple Architects and (2)
The 7th Roomby Snohetta. Here, both show a similar
approach to the ground, which is separation. More-
over, in cluster two the precedent (1) Dana Thomas
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Figure 8
Clusters Architects
styles in different
groups of Building
and Ground
Relationship

House for Frank Lloyd Wright has a similar approach
to the case study (2) Fish Creek House by Edition Of-
fice in designing a building with an adherence rela-
tionship to the ground. Finally, in cluster three, all
the examples show a similar approach to the ground,
which is interlock with more anchoring to go under
the ground.

GMMexperiment results
The GMM algorithmwas run in a different number of
clusters (see Figure 9). The purpose of using GMM
was to locate uncertainty in the groups. The t-SNE
of GMM experiment shows that there was no overlap
between the clusterswhichmeans that all thegroups
were certainly partitioning (see Figure 10). Moreover,
it still obtained a good accuracy result such as 0.67
silhouette score (83.5 percent) at cluster five, approx-
imately 0.75 silhouette score (87.5 percent) at cluster
eight and approximately 0.87 silhouette score (93.5
percent) at cluster 11.

Figure 9
Silhouette score
Elbow for GMM
Clustering

Figure 10
t-SEN GMM plot for
8 clusters (Left) and
5 clusters(Right)
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DISCUSSION
Further data collection is required to understand the
architects‘ styles through their approaches to the
ground. Also, the paper results are preliminary and
could have a bigger sample to test in future stud-
ies. According to the results shown in Table 1, all
the models reach a high level of accuracy. To have
high model performance the optimum number of
clusters must be selected. In this case, the ideal k
number was eight clusters. The k-means model of-
fers the most consistent accuracy. The purpose of
using GMM was to locate uncertainty in the groups.
However, in this model GMM does not provide us
with this probability, because the data points arewell
separated into groups. Although the GMM model
does not cluster soft assignments, it clusters hard as-
signments with similarly high accuracy to k-means.
Our findings seem to demonstrate that K-Means, K-
Modes, and GMM achieved high accuracy on cluster-
ing architects’ styles. Therefore, our approach would
lend itself well for use by researchers to create a tax-
onomy based on a similarity between architectural
precedents.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper has suggested a new proof of concept
workflow that enables machine learning to automat-
ically discover how different architects design the re-
lationship between a building and its surrounding
ground. We applied three machine learning algo-
rithmmodels to a collected set of architectural prece-
dents and found that K-meansperformedbest for our
type of data. Our investigation into this area is still
ongoing and seems likely to confirm our hypothe-
sis of using unlabelled data to cluster building and
ground relationships. We have obtained accurate re-
sults proving that all ML algorithms cluster the prob-
lem with high accuracy. The highest accurate results

were found consistently with the K-means algorithm,
which is approximately 0.78 silhouette score (89 per-
cent) for 8 clusters. There are many alternative ap-
proaches to clustering that can be used, such as K-
Medoids, K-Medians, and fuzzy c-means. This paper
is part of an ongoing PhD-research which is devoted
to the exploration of the relationship between the
building and ground. Future work will concentrate
on using different data to generalise this approach.
We are confident that our research will serve as a ba-
sis for future studies on using unsupervised ML algo-
rithms to help the architectural disciplinewith similar
clustering problems.
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